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Globally over $120 billion worth of shrinkage is suffered annually by retailers, which accounts for 1.44% of 

total retail sales, according to the Global Retail Theft Barometer. And threats run the gamut from employee 

fraud and operational non-compliance issues at one end to shoplifting and sweet-hearting at the other. Needless 

to say, retail theft can add up to some costly consequences, which have a direct impact on the bottom line in the 

retailer’s balance sheet. To stem the tide of shrinkage, it is vital for retailers to move past ad-hoc internal reporting 

capabilities and instead have cutting-edge theft deterrent technology solutions at their disposal. 

Drive Shrinkage Down & Profitability up with Oracle Retail XBRi

The Oracle Retail XBRi Loss Prevention solution is a powerful exception based reporting tool that helps to detect, 

investigate and address incidents of Employee Theft and Administrative Losses, as well as provide deep insight 

into the Operational environment via a multitude of Key Performance Indicators, or “KPIs”. It is unique in that it 

provides an almost immediate mitigation of retail theft and return on investment by equipping loss-prevention 

analysts to pinpoint the register, individual or location behind anomalous transactions and trends. 

Where Aspire comes in?

From strategic consulting to solution delivery and support, Aspire Systems brings in end-to-end expertise and 

offers a broad range of services for customers looking to implement XBRi solutions. 

Aspire’s systematic approach towards implementation ensures smooth delivery of XBRi solution for retailers 

facing shrinkage and fraud scenarios in their stores, within an appropriate time frame. It also helps in rapid 

implementation of XBRi solution on tablets (Android & iOS).
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Accelerated implementation of new systems
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Aspire helps retailers use the system to figure out how to check for theft and operational non-compliance in 

their stores. It also enables them to use in-built features like deep-linked video capture, time-charts of refunds 

etc. to pin-point the hours of fraud and to corroborate evidence with video data. Its consulting services on 

specific product utilization concerns is in line with industry best practices and helps maximize ROI from 

existing XBRi systems.

Aspire trains loss prevention associates on using the XBRi tool to figure out patterns and identify anomalies in 

data. This training helps the organization know what to look for when they are going through reams of data.

Loss prevention consulting & best practices

By setting up the right alerts and creating custom reports and dashboards, Aspire provides additional 

business insight from behavior data. For example, high dwell times in front of a particular display might 

indicate fraudulent behavior and can be used to alert the Store Manager.

Being pre-emptive with frauds & thefts

Training

Operation fraud and employee swindling are some of the main concerns that plague the retail industry. With tools 

like XBRi and implementation partners like Aspire Systems, retailers can say goodbye to their loss worries and save 

substantial dollars. Such solutions come at scale now and can benefit not only big retail chains, but even niche 

and regional retailers who want performance-based, cost effective solutions to give their businesses a boost.
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